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Abstract: The recent developments in biological and information technologies
have resulted in the generation of massive quantities of data it speeds up
the process of knowledge discovery from biological systems. Due to the
advancements of medical imaging in healthcare decision making, significant
attention has been paid by the computer vision and deep learning (DL)
models. At the same time, the detection and classification of colorectal cancer
(CC) become essential to reduce the severity of the disease at an earlier
stage. The existing methods are commonly based on the combination of
textual features to examine the classifier results or machine learning (ML)
to recognize the existence of diseases. In this aspect, this study focuses on the
design of intelligent DL based CC detection and classification (IDL-CCDC)
model for bioinformatics applications. The proposed IDL-CCDC technique
aims to detect and classify different classes of CC. In addition, the IDLCCDC technique involves fuzzy filtering technique for noise removal process.
Moreover, water wave optimization (WWO) based EfficientNet model is
employed for feature extraction process. Furthermore, chaotic glowworm
swarm optimization (CGSO) based variational auto encoder (VAE) is applied
for the classification of CC into benign or malignant. The design of WWO
and CGSO algorithms helps to increase the overall classification accuracy.
The performance validation of the IDL-CCDC technique takes place using
benchmark Warwick-QU dataset and the results portrayed the supremacy
of the IDL-CCDC technique over the recent approaches with the maximum
accuracy of 0.969.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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1 Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common type of cancer, accounting for around 10% of
each case worldwide. Various studies have demonstrated that the precise classification of healthcare
images could efficiently establish the growth of colorectal cancer [1]. Most common tissue types,
namely polyps, normal colon mucosa (NORM), adipose tissue (ADI), cancer-associated stroma
(STR), and lymphocytes (LYM) could extract prognosticators straightaway from these eosin stains
(HE stains) and hematoxylin, that is primary tissue stains utilized in histology [2]. Optical colonoscopy
is the clinical process i.e., extensively employed for examining a sequence of abnormalities on surface
of the colon, involving morphology, position, and pathological modifications to generate medical
diagnoses. Thereby enhancing the exactness of the diagnoses and the capability to forecast the
seriousness of the disease for applying the most suitable medical treatment. Nonetheless, even though
the accurate classification of pathological images is a significant feature in supporting physicians
to accurately recognize the optimal treatment, a lot of effort and time is needed for analyzing
histopathological images, as well as the analysis of tissue classifications is affected directly by various
factors [3].
Generally, it can be implemented by pathologists that automatically analysis the histological
slides images of CRC tissues that remain the standard for cancer staging and diagnosis [4]. But, the
experience, training, time pressure/assessment conditions to every pathologist might lead to distinct
diagnoses judgments. Therefore, the universal automated classifications of CRC pathological tissue
slide images for moderate assessment have significant medical importance. Based on the pathologists’
experience, state of the pathologist, and the certain disease entity outcomes might considerably differ
[5]. Furthermore, the determination of circling of tumor regions and tumor content on H&E slides
for identifying regions to sample for downstream genomic analyses is an essential preanalytical step
by accreditation bodies to enrich tumor content and guarantee precise determination of genomic
variants. Since the size of tumor region could be smaller, pathologists are frequently utilizing higher
magnification to detect tumor cells. These requirements considerably increase the amount of work for
pathologists.
The deep learning (DL) method has been effectively employed in several tasks involving language
translation, image processing, and sound/voice processing [6]. Current developments have shown that
the DL method could be employed in medical image processing, namely computed tomography,
magnetic resonance imaging, endoscopy, and biopsy. Generally, AI applications in the medical
fields have 2 major sections: physical and virtual. Machine learning (ML) and DL constitute the
virtual components of AI. ML algorithm is additionally divided into reinforcement, supervised, and
unsupervised learning [7]. In the meantime, the primary DL system, a CNN approach, signifies a
specific kind of multi-layer artificial neural network (ANN) i.e., very effective for image classification.
So far, the growth of neural network (NN) methods has permeated the medical field with major
achievements.
In recent times, digital pathology dataset has turned out to be an open-source platform and has
opened the opportunity of estimating the possibility of employing DL approach to increase the quality
and efficiency of histologic diagnoses. e.g., the aim of CAMELYON17 is automatic classification and
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detection of breast cancer metastasis in overall-slide images of histological lymph node section. By
using a CNN framework, former studies have shown 92.4% sensitivity on the CAMELYON datasets,
i.e., much greater than human pathologists attempting comprehensive research that results in 73.2% of
sensitivity. Additionally, DL method is utilized for predicting experimental results straightaway from
histological images [8]. According to 100,000 H&E image patches, a CNN has been trained by a 9-class
accurateness of >94%. These data have shown effective results to improve survival predictions than
the Union for International Cancer Control staging scheme.
This study presents an intelligent DL based CC detection and classification (IDL-CCDC)
model for bioinformatics applications. The proposed IDL-CCDC technique involves fuzzy filtering
technique for noise removal process. In addition, water wave optimization (WWO) based EfficientNet
model is utilized to derive feature vectors from the test images. Finally, chaotic glowworm swarm
optimization (CGSO) based variational auto encoder (VAE) is applied for the classification of CC
into benign or malignant. The design of WWO and CGSO algorithms helps to improve the overall
classification performance. To showcase the improved performances of the IDL-CCDC model, a
wide range of simulations is carried out against benchmark Warwick-QU dataset and the results are
inspected under various aspects.
2 Prior Works on Colorectal Cancer Classification

Kather et al. [9] presented a DL based methodology in colorectal cancer segmentation and
detection from digitized H&E-stained histology slides. Xu et al. [10] focused on using CNN method, a
DL software, to promotion in cT1b diagnoses. AlexNet and Caffe have been employed to ML method.
Finetuning of data to rise image numbers was accomplished. Oversampling to the training images was
carried out to prevent impartiality in image number, and learning was conducted. The 3-fold crossvalidation technique has been utilized.
Ito et al. [11] estimated the efficiency, performance, and agreement of an FCN for liver lesion
segmentation and detection at CT examination in person with colorectal liver metastasis CLM. The
efficiency of fully automatic and user-corrected segmentation was related to automatic segmentation.
The user-corrected segmentations, inter user agreement, and interaction time of manual have been
measured. Vorontsov et al. [12] proposed the pathomics method, called Ensembled Patch Likelihood
Aggregation (EPLA) depends on 2 successive phases: WSI-level and patch level predictions. Initially,
it has been validated and developed in TCGA-COAD, later generalized in Asian-CRC via TL method.
The pathological signature extracted from the method has been examined using transcriptomic and
genomic profiles for model interpretation.
Cao et al. [13] introduced an image-based method for predicting CRC CMS from typical H&E
section with DL method. Sirinukunwattana et al. [14] showed that spatial light interference microscopy
(SLIM) could offer a path to intrinsic objective markers which is independent of preparation and
human bias. In addition, the sensitivity of SLIM to collagen fibres produces data related to the
outcome of patients, that isn’t accessible in H&E. Now, they demonstrate that DL and SLIM could
form an effective integration to screen applications: trained on 1660 SLIM images of colon glands and
validate on 144 glands.
Zhang et al. [15] designed a pattern-detection optical coherence tomography to automatically
diagnose human colorectal tissue in real-world. It can be attained using early experience with eighteen
ex vivo human samples. Zeng et al. [16] described a new supervised cancer classification architecture,
deep cancer subtype classification (DeepCC), based DL method of functional spectra quantifying
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activities of biological pathways. Experimental research about breast cancer and colorectal classification, DeepCC single sample predictor, and DeepCC classifier attained high accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity than other extensively employed classification models.
Gao et al. [17] utilized a joint DL and graphical method-based architecture for depth assessment
from endoscopy image. As depth is an intrinsically continual properties of an objects, it could be
simply modeled as a graphical learning problems. Different from prior methods, this technique doesn’t
need handcrafted features. A huge number of increased data is needed for training this architecture.
Because there is restricted accessibility of colonoscopy imagee using ground-truth depth map and
colon texture was extremely patients-specific, they produced trained image with a synthetic, texturefree colon phantom for training this model.
Mahmood et al. [18] examined the possibility of SSD architecture to detect polyps in colonoscopy
video. SSD is a one-phase model that utilizes feedforward CNN method for producing a set of fixedsizes bounding box for all the objects from distinct feature mappings. The 3 distinct feature extractor,
includes InceptionV3, ResNet50, and VGG16 have been measured. Multiscale feature maps combined
with SSD have been developed for InceptionV3 and ResNet50, correspondingly.
3 The Proposed IDL-CCDC Technique

In this study, a novel IDL-CCDC technique has been presented to detect and classify different
classes of CC. The proposed IDL-CCDC technique encompasses fuzzy filtering based preprocessing,
EfficientNet based feature extraction, WWO based hyperparameter tuning, VAE based classification,
and CGSO based parameter optimization. The procedures included in every module are elaborated in
the succeeding sections.
3.1 Fuzzy Filtering Based Pre-Processing

At the initial stage, the fuzzy filtering approach is applied to eliminate the existence of noise exist in
the image. The basic concept behindhand this filter is to average pixels with another pixel value from
its neighbourhood, but at the same time, deal with significant image structure as edge. The major
concerns of the presented filter are to differentiate among local variations because of noise and image
structures. To achieve this, all the pixels derive a value which express the degree where the derivative
in a specific directions are smaller. These values are acquired for all the directions equivalent to the
adjacent pixel of the processed pixel by a fuzzy rule [19]. Then, further construction of the filter is
depending on the observation that a huge fuzzy derivative more likely is caused by an edge in an image
e, whereas a smaller fuzzy derivative more likely is caused by noise. Subsequently, for every direction,
we employ 2 fuzzy rules which consider this observation (distinguish among local variations because
of image structures and noise), which determines the contributions of neighbouring pixel value. The
results of this rule are defuzzified and a “correction term” is attained for processing pixel values.
3.2 Design of WWO with EfficientNet Based Feature Extraction

During feature extraction, the preprocessed image is fed into the EfficientNet model to derive
valuable set of feature vectors. The EfficientNet technique was utilized as feature extraction component
for generating a helpful group of feature vectors of the input satellite image. The DL is most wellknown framework as DL approaches have been learned significant features in an input image at
different convolutional levels similar to the purpose of human brain. The DL was solving complex
problems usually well as well as quickly with high classifier accuracy and lower error rate. The DL
approach was contained different modules (convolutional, pooling, and fully connected (FC) layers,
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and activation function). In DL design aim for gaining optimal performance accuracy and efficiency
with smaller manners.
Distinct from another existing DL approaches, the EfficientNet structure was compound scaling
manner that employs the compound coefficients to uniformly scale network resolution, width,
depth and. An EfficientNet has eight different methods from B0 to B7. Fig. 1 depicts the layers in
EfficientNet model [20]. The EfficientNet employs inverted bottleneck convolution which is primarily
well-known from the MobileNetV2 approach that is a layer that primarily expands the network and
subsequently compresses the channel. This structure reduced computation with the factor of 2 as
compared with normal convolution, where f signifies the filter size. The investigators depicted that
EfficientNetB0 was easiest of all 8 approaches as well as employs minimal parameters. So, it can be
directly employed EfficientNetB0 to evaluate performance.

Figure 1: Layers in EfficientNet model
For optimally adjusting the hyperaprameters involved in the EfficientNet model, the WWO
algorithm is applied. Now, the WWO approach was employed to tune hyperparameter of the Effective
model. Also, it is progressed from the shallow water wave method for overcoming the optimization
problem. The lack of generality leads to a maximization problem with f objective function . A solution
space U should be analogous to the sea bed area and fitness of points u ∈ U are inversely estimated:
since the distance to water is minimal, as well as improve the fitness f(u). Because of the dense quantity
of EA, WWO maintain the solutions, all the solutions are similar to a “wave” with a wavelength λ ∈ R+
and a height h ∈ Z+ . At first, h is assigned to a constant h mx and λ is 0.5. For decision making
procedure, Breaking, Propagation, and Refraction classes were employed. The propagation operators
tend to improve a novel wave z through changing the d dimensional of original wave x.
z (d) = z(d) + ran(−1, 1) · λL(d)

(1)

where as ran (−1, 1) represent the arbitrary function, and L(d) indicates a length of d th dimensional
(1 ≤ d ≤ n).
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When f(z ) > f (z), z is substituted with z , and wave height of z is iterated to h mx . Or else, z is
retained, but, the h height is constrained by 1 which stimulates the energy distribution.
λ = λ · α −(f(x)−fmn +ε)/(f mx −fm1Π +ε)

(2)

Let f mn & f mx illustrates minimum and maximum fitness scores, α indicates a wavelength reduction coefficient, and e shows n lower positive value [21]. Eq. (2) safeguards that high fitness is made
up of wavelength which is propagated by lower measures.
3.2.1 Refraction

It is calculated by limited height to 0, as well as employ a simple methodology to determine the
location using refraction as follows:

 ∗
z (d) + z(d) |z∗ (d) − z(d)|

,
(3)
z (d) = N
2
2
In which z∗ means productive solution, and N(μ, σ ) denotes a Gaussian arbitrary values using
mean μ and SD σ . A novel location is an arbitrary number in which the optimal location and original
position were stated, whereas SD is same as the original values. Then, wave height of zf is reset as h mx ,
also the wavelength can be assigned as
λ = λ

f(z)
f(z )

(4)

3.2.2 Breaking

The wave shift to a position is minimal than the prior values and wave crest velocity exceeds the
wave celerity. Next, breaking function of wave u recognizes the efficient solution and calculates local
exploration with z∗ to simulate the wave breaking method. In addition, the arbitrary decision of d and
k dimensional produce a single wave z by,
z (d) = z(d) + N(0, 1) · βL(d)

(5)

In which β means the breaking coefficient. Once the single waves aren’t present in z∗ , z∗ then it
retained; as well as z∗ is swapped with the optimal one from single waves.
3.3 Design of CGSO with VAE Based Classification

Lastly, the VAE is utilized to define the appropriate class labels for the test images applied. In
the classification method, the features are fed to the VAE method for allotting the appropriate class
label. Auto encoder (AE) is the early generative module trained for reproducing or recreating the input
vectors x. The AE has consisted of 2 main structures: encoder and decoder, i.e., multi layered NN
parameterized with ϕ and θ , correspondingly. The primary part encoding the input data x to a latent
depiction z with encodingfunction = fϕ (x), in which NN decodes this latent depiction to X = h(z) i.e.,
a reconstruction/approximation of new data. Fig. 2 illustrates the framework of VAE model [22].
The different kinds of the AE become a widespread generative model using the integration of
Bayesian inference and efficacy of NN to accomplish a non-linear lower dimension latent space. The
Bayesian inference is achieved by another layer used to sample the latent vector z with formerly stated
distribution p(z), generally considered as a regular Gaussian N (0, I), in which I represent identity
matrix. Each zi component of latent layer is attained by:
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zi = μi + σi .e

(6)

where μi and σi denotes ith component of the standard deviation and mean vector, e signifies arbitrary
parameter succeeding a standard distribution ( e ∼ N(0, 1)). Contrasting the AE, generate latent
vector z, the VAE generate vectors of mean μj and σi standard deviation. The VAE loss function is
represented in Eq. (6) comprise 2 expressions. The first term Lrec characterizes recreation loss function,
which allows minimalizing the variances amongst input and output samples.

Figure 2: VAE structure
In order to effectually tune the parameters involved in the VAE approach, the CGSO is employed
and thereby the classifier results get enhanced. In the GSO algorithm, n firefly individual is arbitrarily
dispersed in D dimension searching space, also all the fireflies carry li luciferase. Fireflies emitted
a specific number of fluorescence, it will communicate with firefly individuals, also they have their
individual decision-making region rid (0 < rid ≤ rs ). The luciferase size of firefly individuals is associated
with the objective function of their individual position, the better the fluorescein, the greater the
brighter firefly represents the position, i.e., a target is good, and contrarywise target is poor. Lastly,
many fireflies collect in various positions [23]. In early firefly, every individual carries the similar
perception radius r0 and luciferase concentration l0 .
3.3.1 Fluorescein Update

li (t) = (1 − ρ)li (t − 1) + γ J(xi (t))

(7)

In which J(xi (t)) represent the objective function i.e., respective to all the fireflies i in position xi (t)
of t-th iteration; li (t) denotes the present value of firefly’s luciferase; γ indicates fluorescein upgrade
rate.
Probability selection: j-th individual likelihood pij (t) is elected towards and within the area set
Ni (t).
lj (t) − li (t)
(l (t) − li (t))
k∈Ni (t) k

pij (t) = 

(8)

Amongst others, the field set is Ni (t) = {j : dij (t) < rid (t); li (t) < lj (t)}, 0 < rid (t) ≤ rs , rs denotes
the radius of individual firefly perceptions.
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3.3.2 Location Update


x j − xi
xi (t + 1) = xi (t) + s
||xj || − ||xi ||

(9)

Let s be the moving step.
Dynamic decision region radius upgrade:
r (t + 1) = min {rs , max {0, rid (t) + β(ni − |Ni (t)|)}}
i
d

(10)

GSO method consists of luciferase update, early distribution of fireflies, decision-making domain
update, and firefly movement. To expand the performances of the GSO algorithm, the CGSO
algorithm is applied by the inclusion of chaos concept.
Chaos phenomenon is an exclusive phenomenon in deterministic non-linear model that are made
without including any arbitrary factor. Since chaotic variable has their individual arbitrariness, they
could continuously traverse and search the whole space and shows followable laws in the procedure.
According to this features, chaos is frequently utilized for optimizing search problem to prevent falling
towards local optimal. Logistic mapping is a standard chaotic method. Because the method is quite
easy, the traversal unequally in the initiation method would decrease the optimization effects. The
study that the Tent maps traverse uniformly and the searching speed is quicker when compared to the
Logistics map. It can be expressed by:
⎧
1
⎪
⎨ 2yi 0 ≤ y ≤
2
(11)
yi+1 =
1
⎪
⎩2(1 − yi )f < y ≤ 1
2
The Tent chaotic maps are denoted as Bernoulli shift transformation:
yi+1 = (2yi )mod 1

(12)

Afterward analyses, it is found that there is smaller period in the Tent chaotic order, as well as
unstable periodic point. To avoid it from falling towards an unstable period point/a smaller period
1
to the original Tent mapping expression, also it
point [24]. The arbitrary parameter rand(0, 1) × NA
can be expressed by:
⎧
1
1
⎪
⎪
,0 ≤ y ≤
2yi + rand(O, 1)x
⎪
⎨
NA
2
(6)
(13)
yi+l =
⎪
⎪
11
⎪
⎩
2(1 − yi ) + rand(0l 1)xNA 2̄ < y ≤ 1
afterward Bernoulli transformation is:
1
(14)
yi+1 = (2yi )mod 1 + rand(0l 1) ×
NA
In which: NA represents the amount of particles in the chaotic order, rand (0, 1) denotes an
arbitrary value chosen in the interval of zero and one. Based on the features of Tent chaotic map,
the steps of employing the enhanced chaotic maps to create a chaotic order in the possible region:
Step 1 Arbitrarily produce the early value y0 in the interval of zero and one, mark i = 0.
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Step 2 Utilize Eq. (14) to initiate the iterative evaluation to make Y order, and every time i
incremented by 1.
Step 3 Stop once the iteration count attains maximal and store the generated Y order.
4 Experimental Validation

The performance evaluation of the IDL-CCDC technique is carried out against the WarwickQU dataset [25]. It comprises a total of 165 images with 74 images under benign class and 91 images
underclass. Few sample images are demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Sample images
Tab. 1 investigates the result analysis of the IDL-CCDC technique on CC classification under
varying training/testing data.
Table 1: Result analysis of IDL-CCDC model with different measures
Training/Testing

Sensy

Specy

Accy

PPV

NPV

50:50
60:40
70:30
80:20
90:10
10-Folds
Average

0.936
0.928
0.927
0.941
0.950
0.970
0.942

0.950
0.972
0.974
0.983
0.985
0.990
0.976

0.948
0.957
0.967
0.974
0.983
0.983
0.969

0.952
0.958
0.965
0.973
0.985
0.985
0.970

0.960
0.974
0.975
0.981
0.987
0.988
0.978
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Fig. 4 depicts the sensy , specy , and accy analysis of the IDL-CCDC approach under different
training/testing data. The outcomes implied that the IDL-CCDC algorithm has gained effective CC
classification performance under all data sizes. For instance, with training/testing data of 50:50, the
IDL-CCDC method has resulted to sensy , specy , and accy of 0.936, 0.950, and 0.948. Concurrently,
with training/testing data of 70:30, the IDL-CCDC systems have resulted to sensy , specy , and accy of
0.927, 0.974, and 0.967. Also, with training/testing data of 90.10, the IDL-CCDC manner has resulted
to sensy , specy , and accy of 0.950, 0.985, and 0.983. Finally, with training/testing data of 10-folds, the
IDL-CCDC algorithm has resulted to sensy , specy , and accy of 0.970, 0.990, and 0.983.

Figure 4: Result analysis of IDL-CCDC model with distinct measures
Fig. 5 demonstrates the PPV and NPV analysis of the IDL-CCDC technique under distinct
training/testing data. The results implied that the IDL-CCDC technique has gained effective CC
classification performance under all data sizes. For instance, with training/testing data of 50:50, the
IDL-CCDC technique has resulted in PPV and NPV of 0.952 and 0.960. At the same time, with
training/testing data of 70:30, the IDL-CCDC manner has resulted in PPV and NPV of 0.965 and
0.975. Moreover, with training/testing data of 90.10, the IDL-CCDC approach has resulted in PPV
and NPV of 0.985 and 0.987. Furthermore, with training/testing data of 10-folds, the IDL-CCDC
system has resulted in PPV and NPV of 0.985 and 0.988.

Figure 5: PPV and NPV analysis of IDL-CCDC model
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An average CC classification results analysis of the IDL-CCDC technique on the benchmark test
images is demonstrated in Fig. 6. The figure portrayed that the IDL-CCDC technique has resulted
in an effectual outcome with the maximum sensy , specy , accy , PPV , and NPV of 0.942, 0.976, 0.969,
0.970, and 0.978 respectively.

Figure 6: Average analysis of IDL-CCDC model
Tab. 2 shows the comparative analysis of IDL-CCDC model with existing approaches [26–28] in
terms of distinct measures.
Table 2: Comparative analysis of IDL-CCDC model with existing approaches
Methods

Sensy

Specy

Accy

PPV

NPV

Proposed
IDL-CCDC
AIFM-CRC
Inception-v3
ResNet model
DenseNet-161
Endoscopist
(novice)
Endoscopist
(expert)
ResNet 18
ResNet 50

0.942

0.976

0.969

0.970

0.978

0.936
0.865
0.866
0.872
0.780

0.970
0.966
0.965
0.967
0.926

0.962
0.897
0.895
0.900
0.779

0.961
0.874
0.871
0.876
0.784

0.969
0.967
0.966
0.968
0.928

0.850

0.950

0.850

0.857

0.951

0.830
0.830

0.870
0.930

0.850
0.880

0.854
0.868

0.873
0.935

A briefly comparative sensy , specy , and accy outcomes analysis of the IDL-CCDC approach is
made in Fig. 7. The figure described that the Endoscopist (novice) manner has resulted to least result
with the sensy , specy , and accy of 0.780, 0.926, and 0.779. Followed by, the ResNet18 system has reached
somewhat improved efficiency with the sensy , specy , and accy of 0.830, 0.870, and 0.850. Besides, the
ResNet50 method has achieved moderate sensy , specy , and accy of 0.830, 0.930, and 0.880. In addition,
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the Endoscopist (expert), ResNet, Inception-v3, and DenseNet-161 algorithms have gained somewhat
acceptable sensy , specy , and accy values. Additionally, the AIFM-CRC methodology has accomplished
near optimal CC classification performance with the sensy , specy , and accy of 0.936, 0.970, and 0.969
correspondingly. Eventually, the proposed IDL-CCDC manner has outperformed all the other existing
manners with the maximal sensy , specy , and .. of 0.940, 0.976, and 0.969.

Figure 7: Comparative analysis of IDL-CCDC technique with existing approaches
A detailed comparative PPV and NPV results from analysis of the IDL-CCDC technique is made
in Fig. 8. The figure reported that the Endoscopist (novice) approach has resulted in poor outcomes
with the PPV and NPV of 0.784 and 0.928. On continuing with, the ResNet18 model has gained slightly
enhanced performance with the PPV and NPV of 0.854 and 0.873. In line with, the Endoscopist
(expert) approach has attained moderate PPV and NPV of 0.857 and 0.951. Moreover, the ResNet50,
ResNet, Inception, and DenseNet-161 models have attained somewhat acceptable PPV and NPV
values.

Figure 8: PPV and NPV analysis of IDL-CCDC technique with existing approaches
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Furthermore, the AIFM-CRC technique has accomplished near optimal CC classification performance with the PPV and NPV of 0.961 and 0.969 respectively. However, the proposed IDL-CCDC
technique has outperformed all the other current techniques with the maximal PPV and NPV of 0.970
and 0.978.
5 Conclusion

The current research work introduced Enhanced Virtual Neural Network method to diagnose
White Blood Cell cancer i.e., leukemia and classify the disease based on medical images. This method
is significant in detecting leukemia using WBC images based on following features; non-invasive
sampling procedure, non-biased results due to difference in nationality, complete utilization of WBCs,
usage of different parameters and multi-parameter clustering techniques. The proposed method
yielded excellent results within the best possible time. Further, Enhanced Virtual Neural Network
classifiers were used in this research to recognize different types of WBCs. The proposed model was
found to be efficient in classification and was able to predict the disease earlier through images.
The probabilities of disease detection and development were also highly optimistic. The classification
method achieved 97.8% accuracy in comparison with other methods. Future researchers can expand
the research work using different images from other standard datasets and use different scenarios.
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